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Recognition

• Dr. Amanda Sanford, PSU, Professional 
Development Specialist on Project Lee, and 
Jessica Swindle, TOSA, Tigard-Tualatin School 
District are part of the research team and 
have collaborated in the work shared in this 
presentation.



Session Outcomes

Participants will learn about 

• Project LEE and the PLUSS framework for 
enhancing literacy interventions for ELs

• Practical teaching strategies for improving 
students’ fluency, use of academic language, 
and comprehension.
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ELs tend to be disproportionately 
represented in certain disability categories

• Speech or language impairments

• Learning disabilities





There is much variation in Oregon 
• 17% of Oregon ELs are 

identified as having a 
disability, compared to 
13% of all students

• Across districts, the 
percent of ELs with 
disabilities ranges 
from 5% - 47%

• There are 10 districts 
where more than 25% 
of ELs are in special 
education

• Among former ELs, 9% 
are identified as 
having a disability



Identifying and serving ELs with 
disabilities is complex

Language learners are 
diverse:
• Current ELs
• LTELs
• Newcomers
• SIFE/SLIFE
• Former ELs

Disabilities vary:
• Physical
• Emotional
• Cognitive
• Visual
• Autism
• Speech & 

language
• Learning 



Project Elite
https://www.elitetexas.org/

Project Ellipses
https://mtssclrt.ning.com/

Project LEE
http://projectlee.org/

Three Model Demonstration Projects

https://www.elitetexas.org/
https://mtssclrt.ning.com/
http://projectlee.org/


Collaborative Website
https://www.mtss4els.org/

https://www.mtss4els.org/


• Improve literacy outcomes for ELs with disabilities 
(ELSWDs) in grades 3-5 or 3-6, within a multi-tier 
system of supports (MTSS) framework;

• Use culturally responsive principles; and

• Be implemented by educators and sustained in 
general and special education settings.

The model demonstration projects 
have three common goals



Model 
Demonstration 

Projects

Tiered 
approaches

Culturally and 
linguistically 
responsive

ELs with or at 
risk for 

disability
Professional 

development 
and coaching

Linguistically 
aligned 

progress 
monitoring and 

screening

Common 
measures for 
data-based 
decisions



All model demonstration projects
use common evaluation measures

• Culturally and 
Linguistically Responsive 
RTI Fidelity Rubric

• Social validity survey

• Self efficacy survey

• PD feedback survey

Student outcomes, 
including

• % of students at 
significant risk

• Language growth

• % meeting IEP goals
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Project LEE Objectives
• Support use and interpretation of screening and progress 

monitoring measures across English and Spanish in Tiers 1, 2 & 3
• Support and PD in Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Evidence-

based Tier 1 – 3 instruction and interventions in English and Spanish.
• Provide information and training to parents to facilitate active 

involvement in students’ reading and language development in 
English and Spanish.

• Document growth of students’ reading and language skills during 
the three-tiers of instruction.   

• Disseminate promising and exemplary practices to improve literacy 
support for ELs with or at risk for disabilities.



Project Lectura para Excelencia y 
Éxito (LEE)

• Implementation in the Tigard Tualatin School 
District began in 2017

• 2017/18: One elementary sites

• 2018/19: Three elementary sites



The schools participate in job-
embedded PD

• Coaching and learning opportunities for

– Administrators

– Classroom teachers

– Instructional assistants
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Activities by Hours in 2017/18
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Activities by Hours in 2018/19
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Professional development has been 
well-received

• 88% of participants say it 
is “very likely” they will 
implement what they 
learned in the classroom

• 77% rate PD as “very 
useful”

I have already begun doing a 
better job of modeling frames 
and responses, and giving my 
students more clear directions in 
how to share with each other. 



Teachers are providing input on their 
PD needs for the future

• Increasing use of academic vocabulary
• Comprehension strategies
• Differentiating instruction using data for 

students on, below, or above grade level
• Increasing student opportunities to use 

academic language (i.e. structured 
language practice routines)

Most requested 
PD topics
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Language Focused Repeated Reading

• We will focus on the use of:
– vocabulary teaching and monitoring routine, 

– use of sentence frames and starters to support 
academic language use, and 

– utilizing repeated reading strategies to support 
prosody, phrasing, and comprehension for K-5 
students.



Overview of Language Focused Repeated Reading



Language Focused Repeated Reading

For whom?
1. Students who are low (often strategic range) in fluency, but read with sufficient 

accuracy

2. Students who may be struggling with fluency due to lack of vocabulary 

knowledge/lower reading comprehension

a. students who are accurate, but demonstrating poor comprehension on “cold 

reads” task in curriculum

b. In Spanish you can have students who are accurate in decoding (especially due 

to transparency of the orthography), but don’t adequately understand the text 

they read.

If students can independently read and answer comprehension questions 
proficiently, this is not an appropriate process for those students. 



Video: language focused 
repeated reading process

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TYWDTtF32Ng&list=PL__QSitFvcPuf85ky8ytH7VxdcYSW6eGD


Before Reading: Select an Appropriate 
Passage

Select a passage that students can read at a cold read with 90-95% accuracy 

(instructional level) 

- attend to both what students can decode AND

- what students understand in terms of the word meaning

- If the topic is unfamiliar, the decoding and vocabulary level should be 

easier

- If the topic is more familiar you can teach more difficult decoding and 

vocabulary



Choose a Partner
• Turn to a neighbor.
• The person closest to the left side of the room (as 

you face the front) is A partner.
• As you watch the video:

– A partner:  identify the PLUSS components (front of 
rubric)

– B partner: tally the number of opportunities students 
had to respond (whole group, partner and individual)



Before Reading
Pre-Teach vocabulary explicitly and quickly

1. Teacher reads word; students chorally read

2. Student friendly definition (with visual or TPR)

3. Example & cognate/native language definition if 

appropriate 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Kt7XSv-wWc&list=PL__QSitFvcPuf85ky8ytH7VxdcYSW6eGD&index=2


Before Reading
Make a Prediction

1. Read the title of the passage chorally

2. Make a prediction

a. Use sentence frame (written and verbally)

i. “I predict that we will read about…”

ii. “I predict that we will learn about…”

b. Meticulously model

i. Teacher says

ii. Students say

iii. Students write

iv. Students read

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rIaDQoqQGe4&list=PL__QSitFvcPuf85ky8ytH7VxdcYSW6eGD&index=3


1st Read: Cold Read
1. Students whisper read for 1 min timing.

2. Students record their words per minute score and graph it in blue 

on their fluency graph. 

a. Label graph with date

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LnQ-EBV1fBI&list=PL__QSitFvcPuf85ky8ytH7VxdcYSW6eGD&index=4


Preteach:  Process for Identifying 
Unknown Words

1. Explicitly teach students to identify words that they 

cannot pronounce (decode) or don’t know the 

meaning. 

a. Explain

b. Model 

c. Prepare students for guided practice step (next)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C_FZk2qCj_Q&list=PL__QSitFvcPuf85ky8ytH7VxdcYSW6eGD&index=5


2nd Read: Highlight Unknown Words

1. Students whisper read the text and 

highlight words they

a. Can’t read

b. Don’t know the meaning



3rd Read: Echo Read for  Expression and Phrasing; 
Students Flag Unknown Words

1. Teacher reads by phrase or sentence using appropriate prosody

2. Students flag unknown words as we read them.

a. If meaning of the word is unknown: teacher fast maps for 

meaning 

b. If word is difficult to decode, teacher reads the word, fast 

maps for meaning if needed, students repeat the word 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJyTL31MYFI&list=PL__QSitFvcPuf85ky8ytH7VxdcYSW6eGD&index=6


4th Read: Punctuation with a Partner

Students turn to their partner and 

decide who is going first. 

a. Students partner read the text, 

switching turns at each period or 

ending punctuation mark.

b. If students finish, the opposite 

partner begins reading the first 

sentence and they partner read 

the text again.



5th Read: Hot read for Rate
1. Students whisper read for 1 min timing

2. Students record their words per minute 

score and graph it in red on their fluency 

graph above their blue bar

3. Celebrate growth

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7znExl_V0g&list=PL__QSitFvcPuf85ky8ytH7VxdcYSW6eGD&index=7


Comprehension Check
Because comprehension is always the purpose of reading, it is 

critical to close a repeated reading task with a check for 

understanding.

Students could do one of the following to demonstrate 

comprehension of the passage:

1. Write a summary (optional: use paragraph shrinking; retell)

2. Apply comprehension skill or strategy of the week 

(with a sentence frame)

1. Answer comprehension questions



Appreciation and Application
One aspect I appreciated about today’s 
session was _______.

One practice I will apply in my teaching is 
______.
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